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Chapter 5

Leonardo’s Cartonetti for Luca Pacioli’s Platonic Bodies

Pietro C. Marani
Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Design

The drawings of the sixty regular bodies that illustrate De divina proportione by Luca Pacioli in the parchment version in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, marked S.P. 6 (previously Cod. F 170 sup.), have been studied extensively. In De viribus quantitatis, Luca Pacioli recalls the graphic models executed by Leonardo’s “in-effabile senistra mano” ... “in detto libro ... qual ancora apresso di noi tenemo maravigliosi a ognuno che li mirano.” The work was destined for Galeazzo Sanseverino, Pacioli’s “peculiare patrone,” before passing into the hands of Galeazzo Arconati (later donated to the Ambrosiana in 1637 along with Leonardo’s famous manuscripts of which only the Codex Atlanticus is still in Milan, the others now being at the Institut de France in Paris). One could surmise that Pacioli did not mean that he possessed the book (despite the fact that the usage of the singular “qual” would lead us to believe this), since once finished it necessarily would have been handed over to Sanseverino. He refers instead to Leonardo’s preparatory drawings, today believed to be dispersed. However,
the illustrations in the Ambrosian Codex are considered to be “the best copy of the original Vinci works” even though “the appearance of several of the sheets indicate considerable and direct intervention by Leonardo, especially in the drawing,”³ as confirmed by Martin Kemp.⁴ The almost picturelike, exceptionally fine finish of some of the bodies in the Ambrosiana copy, especially when compared to the lack of quality in others, point unequivocally to Leonardo at least concerning a part of the tables that bear evidence of very fine left-handed strokes in the shaded areas, for example, the bodies drawn on tables VIII, XI, XV, XVIII, XX–XXII, XXIX, XXX, and XXXV, on ff. 95 v, 96 v, 98 v, 100 v, 101 r, 101 v, 102 r, 106 v, 107 r, and 108 v, with beautiful drawings also on ff. 107 v, 108 r, 109 v, and 110 r. The many remaining drawings of the Ambrosiana manuscript are less refined than are those in the other known versions of the De divina proportione, kept at the Bibliothèque de Genève with the mark ms. Langues Étrangères 210. They are more flowing and almost monochrome, except for some prisms painted in violet,⁵ even though the amanuensis of the text in the Geneva Codex is the same as the Milanese: the copyist Giovanni Battista Lorenzi, who will soon be the subject of an exhibition in the Biblioteca Trivulziana at the Castello Sforzesco.⁶ I do not intend either to deal with problems related to the interpretation of the platonic bodies in this essay or to solve once and for all the problem of the authorship of the plates in the Ambrosian Codex. It seems prudent, however, to analyze the way Leonardo (and his assistants) transposed his drawings in at least three illustrated versions of the De divina proportione (as well as the two in Milan and Geneva; the third, the original destined for Ludovico il Moro, has yet to be found) and in a printed version published in Ven-

---

5 I have not however examined the original version of the Geneva Codex, of which there exists a recent and excellent facsimile just published by Aboca Museum Edizioni, Borgo San Sepolcro, 2010. This facsimile is accompanied by the volume Antologia della Divina Proporzione di Luca Pacioli, Piero della Francesca e Leonardo da Vinci, ed. Duilio Contini, Piergiorgio Odifreddi, Antonio Pieretti (Aboca: Borgo San Sepolcro, 2010), with a collection of essays also previously published (like the afore-mentioned one by A. Marinoni in n. 1, C. Quattrini and others). I have examined the facsimile in the version kept at the Biblioteca Trivulziana, with thanks to Isabella Fiorentini.
ice in 1509 in which there are the same illustrations with the same numbers that characterize the platonic bodies in the manuscript versions.7

To honor Carlo Pedretti and his style of inquiry, I consider the following question: How was it possible to ‘produce’ at least three manuscript versions (and one printed version), all accompanied by drawings that were specially created each time, based on (now lost) Leonardo originals? We can make the most here of recent studies on the way Leonardo (and his assistants) transposed his models by means of cartoni and cartonetti to enable the creation of finished paintings and a certain amount of copies on one hand and, on the other hand, the opportunity to duplicate, vary, and correct an original graphic layout, not only in the case of “artistic” compositions but also in the case of “scientific” drawings and, especially, anatomical and perspective ones.8 For this latter genre of illustration—anatomical and perspective—classic examples are the anatomical drawing of Windsor RL 12281 r and the study of the mazzocchio in the Codex Atlanticus f. 263 v-b [710 b r], where the technique of piercing the sheet was used not only to duplicate and transfer the drawings onto other supports, but also to correct initial layouts and to achieve exact symmetry in the two halves of the image.9

In light of this technique, a new examination of two drawings in the Codex Atlanticus proves informative. The drawings on f. 263 r-c [708 r] (Fig. 5.1) and f. 263 r-b [707 r] (Fig. 5.2), the only two surviving from a larger series that included a further fifty-eight models, depict an icosidodecahedron, both solid and “hollow,” like those featured in tables XXIX and XXX of De divina proportione by Luca Pacioli, and as such present in f. 105 v (Fig. 5.3) and f. 106 r (Fig.

---


5.4) of the Ambrosiana version and in f. 89 r (Fig. 5.5) and f. 90 r (Fig. 5.6) of the Geneva version, as well as in the corresponding tables XXIX and XXX of the printed version. The two drawings of the Codex Atlanticus have been analyzed by but a handful of scholars, including Carlo Pedretti, who believes the drawings were not by Leonardo, but “probably a copy of one of Leonardo’s illustrations to Pacioli’s *Divina proportione.*”\(^\text{10}\) Carmen C. Bambach also considers


---

**Figure 5.3** Leonardo da Vinci and assistant, Icosidodecaedro abscisus solidus, in Luca Pacioli, De divina proportione, f. 105 v. Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, inv. S.P. 6 (ex Cod. F 170 sup).
Figure 5.4 Leonardo da Vinci and assistant, Icosidodecaedro abscisus vacuus, in Luca Pacioli, *De divina proportione*, f. 106 r. Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, inv. S.P. 6 (ex Cod. F 170 sup).

them to be “probably later copies by a pupil, rather than originals by Leonardo,” stating that they “resemble Fra Luca Pacioli’s woodcuts in De divina proportione (based on Leonardo’s drawings).”\footnote{See Bambach, Drawing and Painting, 308, and n. 46 on p. 482.} Since the hollow polyhedron affixed to f. 263 r-b [707 r] has been mounted on the support of the Codex

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{Figure5.5.png}
\caption{Unknown artist, Icosidodecaedro abscisus solidus, in Luca Pacioli, De divina proportione, f. 89 r. Geneva, Bibliothèque, inv. Langues Etrangères 210.}
\end{figure}
Atlanticus rotated to approximately 45 degrees, and since the one depicted on f. 263 r-c [708 r] has been mounted over it, these two drawings were not immediately connected by Pedretti, Bambach, or Versiero (or even by Marinoni) to tables xxx and xxix of *De divina proportione*. However, it is beyond any shadow of a doubt that it is to the polyhedron numbered xxx that f. 263 r-b [707 r] is connected (as shown by the reproduction seen in fig. 2), positioned correctly after its 45-degree rotation). Similarly, once turned, the relationship between

**Figure 5.6** Unknown artist, Icosidodecaedro abscisus vacuus. In Luca Pacioli, *De divina proportione*, f. 90 r. Geneva, Bibliothèque, inv. Langues Etrangères 210.
the drawing of the Codex Atlanticus f. 263 r-c [708 r] and that of table xxix by Pacioli becomes even more evident.

A careful analysis of the execution and size of these two drawings in the Codex Atlanticus has enabled us to clarify the practices of Leonardo’s workshop at the very moment when it was called on to collaborate with the maestro in preparing a series of graphic instruments and duplicates to use in drafting the various manuscripts and prints of Pacioli’s work.

Moreover, the two drawings of the Codex Atlanticus, executed in ink, both bear evidence of dust dots along the lines that define the edges of the two bodies, unequivocal evidence that they were taken from previous original drawings by Leonardo, as Carlo Pedretti suggests, even though they might not be classified as simple copies. In order to be more precise, we could state that they would appear to constitute the cartoons (cartoni) or counter-cartoons of the original drawings. Indeed, they were not pricked in order to be directly transferred onto the parchment of the two surviving codices, but were most likely needed in order to preserve the memory of the originals that were used and, most probably, spoiled on account of the pouncing dust or to create a duplicate that could have been re-traced transparently onto the thinnest sheets of parchment.\footnote{The parchment of the Geneva Codex is both highly transparent and exceptionally fine, so much as to allow the tracing of a drawing underneath, as kindly stated by Isabella Fiorentini and Marzia Pontone to me (oral communication).} Only later, while undertaking the transfer of the Isabella d’Este cartoon, now at the Louvre, did Leonardo create a safeguarding process of the original cartoon by also introducing into the transferral process the use of a secondary cartoon that, once pricked, would be dusted in order to preserve the image depicted on the original cartoon.\footnote{See Ames Lewis, Isabella and Leonardo, 126.}

The fact that the two drawings of the Codex Atlanticus are, however, a third version of Leonardo’s original drawing is confirmed by two considerations: They are not pricked and thus are not secondary cartoons, whereas, on the other hand, they bear the very same measurements as the drawings carried out in the two codices of De divina proportione. The measurements of the two bodies on ff. 263 r-c [708 r] and 263 r-b [707 r] of the Codex Atlanticus coincide exactly with the measurements of the bodies in the Ambrosiana Codex: the first is 119 mm high × 123 mm wide, the second 120 mm × 123 mm. These measurements correspond to the images of the two bodies xxix and xxx of the Ambrosiana Codex: 119 × 122 mm and 120 × 123 mm, respectively. The difference of 1 mm appears to be irrelevant in the first case, while the measurements of the corresponding bodies in the Geneva Codex (measured however from the
facsimile) indicate, for XXIX, 120.5 × 122 mm, and for XXX, 120 mm × 122 mm, the almost precise correspondence of the measurements, except for the very slightest distortions due perhaps to procedures related to the photographic reproduction of the facsimile. However, this is not all. Even the woodcuts of the printed edition of 1509, in which the different transitions from the primary (original) drawing—to the reproduced drawing, and thence to the engraving plate, and finally to the printed version—obviously entail dimensional shifting. These turn out to be of similar measurements to those of the drawings of the Codex Atlanticus: 116 × 121.5 mm in the case of the full body (XXIX), and 120 × 126 mm for the hollow body (XXX). This confirms the proliferation of the trace changes and the steady departure from the original drawings. In the case of the measurements of the bodies in the 1509 edition, it must be noted that the point of view chosen for the engraving of the body numbered XXIX is different from the one, strictly frontal, that characterizes the two illustrations of the two codices. The Dodecaedron abscissum solidum is presented to be slightly turning to the right so as to show the faces of the lateral pentagons in a different perspective light and yet the lower pentagon is shown, which is totally lacking in the watercolor drawings of the two manuscript versions. If this were true (another possibility is to imagine a light rotation of the drawing in the process to produce the woodcut), it would suggest the existence of original drawings taken from different points of view that were different again from those used for the two manuscript versions.

If the almost perfect alignment of measurements in the Milan and Geneva bodies with the two drawings of the Codex Atlanticus were to verify the hypothesis that these latter ones were used as tracers, or cartoons, of the first ones, then this technical evidence provides for an alternative proposal. Both in the drawings of the Milan Codex (as on the body illustrated on f. 102 r (table XXII, Ycocedron Planvs Vacvvs) and in the bodies drawn in the Geneva Codex, noticeable traces of pouncing dust spots—after joined by pen strokes—appear beneath the very finely inked outlines at the edges of the body. In the particular case of plate number XXX in the Geneva copy there are traces of dust spots, as may be clearly seen in the photographic enlargement published here (Fig. 5.7). We may therefore attempt a reconstruction of the sequences in the lengthy planning and working process at the very origin of the image production—the “packaging” we might see—of the platonic bodies that accompany the texts present in the Milan and Geneva versions of Pacioli’s work.

As Kemp has demonstrated, Leonardo’s use of the perspective “net” for the graphic production of the bodies in the original drawings,14 which would lead

---

one to presume that there were platonic bodies in a preexisting three-dimensional version that Leonardo was supposed to have drawn through the “veil” (or checked net) in perspective. The procedure is shown by Leonardo himself in the famous drawing that appears on f. 1 bis r-a [5 r] of the Codex Atlanticus where the artist depicted an armillary sphere shown through a veil.\(^\text{15}\) This would explain why traces of Leonardo’s drawings with diagrams of the perspective and geometric construction of bodies do not exist, since they would have been of considerable complexity and difficulty.\(^\text{16}\) In substance, Leonardo

---


---

\(^{16}\) Such drawings exist however in the Codex Atlanticus, for example on f. 263 r-a [706 r], that depicts a study for a solid body with concave sides (not a “water wheel”), pricked in order to create a perfectly symmetrical half (Bambach, *Drawing and Painting*, 172, and the long n. 156, 434; Versiero, *Codex Atlanticus*, 148) that however Carlo Pedretti does not
must have painted from real life the sixty three-dimensional bodies prepared by someone else, that is by Pacioli himself. Indeed, the latter claimed in chapter LXX of his *Divina proportione*:

Commò se habino retrovare tutti li dicti corpi ordinatamente commo sonno posti in questo facti in prospectiva; e anchora le lor forme materiali secondo la lor tavola particolare posta patente in publico. Capitolo LXX. Perché dove non è ordine sempre fia confusione, però a più piena intelligentia de questo nostro compendio, per saper retrovare tutte le proprie figure in prospectivo aspecto in questo sequente poste e ancho le materiali secondo lor publica tavola, la vostra celsitudine observàrà questo modo: cioè, quando legiaretè di sopra in lor capitoli de lor cre- ationi e formationi, guardarete in quel luogo, da rimpeto in la margine del libro, el numero segnato per aboco antico, cioè così començando dal primo al 48° capitulo, dicendo .I.I.I.I.III.V. e sequendo fine a lor termine. E quel medesimo numero aponto, farete de trovare de sotto dove in questo dicti corpi sonno per ordine tutti figurati; el qual numero simili-mente, in quel luogo in margine sirà posto referendo .I. a .I. e .II. a .II. e .III. a .III. e così in tutti. E quella tal figura sirà del dicto corpo facto in piano con tutta perfectione de prospectiva, commo sa el nostro Lionardo Vinci. E questi medesimi numeri anchora recercarete fra le forme mate- riali de’ dicti corpi pendenti con lor nome in greco e in latino, posti in un breve sopra ciascuno afixo nel suo cordiglio fra doi ambre negre, pur referendo ognuno, commo è dicto, al numero posto in margine dove di quel tal se tracta. E vostra celsitudine a l’uno e a l’altro modo harà loro dispo- sizioni, le quali non de vil materia—commo per inopia a me è stato forza—ma de precioso metallo e fine gemme meritarieno essere ornati. Ma la vostra celsitudine consideràrò lo affecto e l’animo nel suo perpetuo servò.17

Pacioli had therefore made beforehand his bodies in “vil materia”—perhaps in wood or cardboard—much before 1498, and therefore being in Milan (it is un-

---

17 See Ms. Ambrosiano, sheets LXXXIII–LXXXIII.
likely that he had made them earlier, and thus even before his arrival in Milan), it was Leonardo who was able to draw them in perspective. It is unusual—and credit must be granted to Carlo Pedretti for this assumption—that Luca Pacioli copied anew all the platonic bodies for the Florentine Republic since he had donated them to the latter in June 1504. This event coincided with Leonardo’s works for the Battaglia d’Anghiari, which confers upon the platonic drawings as high a level of political propaganda as the Battaglia d’Anghiari and Michelangelo’s Battaglia di Cascina, “in quanto Platone stesso avrebbe eletto il dodecaedro a simbolo del buon governo.”

The next step, after Leonardo had undertaken the perspective drawings from real life, would have been the packaging of the cartoons, achieved by pricking the actual originals, possibly giving rise to small controcartoni or cartonetti that were obtained thanks to the pricking of the originals. These would most definitely include the two aforementioned drawings in the Codex Atlanticus, ff. 263 r-b [707 r] and 263 r-c [708 r]. One of Leonardo’s assistants was probably responsible for their execution, or even Luca Pacioli himself. The guidelines for the completion of some of the watercolor drawings in both the Milan Codex and the Geneva Codex most probably originated from these pricked cartoons, given the visible traces of pouncing dust on some of them. Quite possibly, considering the exceptional transparency of the Geneva parchment sheets, it is also feasible that the pen-and-ink drawings—after monochrome watercolour is added (they also perhaps look closer chromatically to wooden prototypes or to the cardboard models made by Pacioli, as suggested


19 The hand of Luca Pacioli was perhaps responsible for at least one of the geometrical drawings kept in the Codex Atlanticus, f. 198 r-b [533 r], according to a recent suggestion by Carmen C. Bambach accepted by Furio Rinaldi: Furio Rinaldi, De ludo geometrico. Disegni di geometria e matematica dal Codice Atlantico, exh. cat., Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 8 November 2013–7 January 2014 (Novara: De Agostini, 2013), Introduction. That drawing is very similar to the geometrical drawings that run along the text in the De divina proportione manuscript kept in the Ambrosiana Library, drawn probably by Pacioli himself.
by Marzia Pontone)—were achieved by re-tracing a *cartonetto* placed beneath the actual parchment sheets. That many of the lines bordering the edges and sides of the various bodies appear (in the Geneva Codex) to have been drafted by hand without the aid of a ruler, seems to confirm this re-tracing. As hinted at the beginning of this essay, there remains the possibility that Leonardo may have intervened during these particular operations, as in the case of the Ambrosiana Codex, to undertake the “painted” finish of some of the regular bodies, namely those already mentioned as the finest quality and perhaps carried out by a left hand.

A final problem concerns the sequence of the text layout in the execution of the two surviving versions. Studies carried out by Marzia Pontone, including a careful reading of the text by the copyist Lorenzi, would appear to solve the issue by assigning precedence to the Geneva Codex over the Milan Codex. However, I have no doubt about the better quality of the illustrations in the latter and their precedence over the Geneva ones. One clear example offers proof: The top side of the upper pentagon in the Geneva Codex (body XXVIII, Fig. 5.5) is not perfectly horizontal (since it was drawn by hand), perhaps due to a slight slipping of the *cartonetto*, while the corresponding one in the Milan Codex (XXIX body, see Fig. 5.3) is almost perfectly horizontal. However, the same inclination may also be found (once it has been turned around) in the drawing of the Codex Atlanticus f. 263 r-c [708 r]. It is therefore also possible that the artist of the Ambrosiana Codex also corrected what could have appeared to be an erroneous perspective in the drawing of the Geneva Codex.